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Abstract
We examine the relationship between communication and knowledge integration (KI) in the
context of a cross-functional teams (CFTs). Although communication is one of the most
important processes for integrating knowledge in CFTs, little research examines the
relationship between them. We adopt both qualitative and quantitative research methods in a
Chinese mobile applications enterprise. We find that team communication plays a key role in
the KI of CFTs. Team members should have sufficient communication with each other for
cross-functional activities. Also, communication network structure in an enterprise can
influence KI. Thus, enterprises need to select suitable team members before the project
begins for effective KI in CFTs.
Keywords: knowledge integration, cross-functional teams, the degree of centrality,
communication time
1. Introduction
Nowadays, the Mobile Application Software Industry (MASI) is growing fast, and companies
are facing intense competition in the Chinese market. Many companies in MASI aim at
producing innovative products by cross-functional teams (CFTs). The CFT members are from
different departments in companies; they have relative expertise in solving companies’
proposed innovation problems. However, their professional backgrounds, departmental
cultures, and languages are different (Dougherty, 1992). Thus they always have difficulties in
communication and knowledge integration (KI).
Berggren, Bergek, Bengtsson, & Söderlund (2011) advocated that KI is a process of
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collaborative and purposeful combination of complementary knowledge between individuals,
teams, and firms. This process usually involves significant elements of new knowledge
generation. In this paper, we will discuss the relationship between communication and KI in
CFTs. Exploring KI in CFTs is important because firms are increasingly relying on this form
of organization (Huang & Newell, 2003). In MASI, forming KI for integrating
multi-disciplinary knowledge is central to develop application software. Previous researchers
have discussed many influential factors of KI in CFTs, such as social capital (Newell, Tansley,
& Huang 2004; Robert, Dennis & Ahuja, 2008), common knowledge (Grant, 1996; Huang &
Newell, 2003), knowledge relatedness (Nesta & Saviotti, 2006), past integration experience
(Huang & Newell, 2003), and formal intervention (Okhuysen & Eisenhardt, 2002). However,
research the relationship between communication and KI is rare. We address the following
questions:
1. Can team communication positively affect KI in CFTs? If so, Why?
2. Can team members’ communication network inside the company positively influence the
KI in CFTs? Why?
To find answers to those questions, we flew to a site of a Chinese Mobile Application
Company to collect communication network and team performance data.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Knowledge and Cross-Functional Teams in Software Development
Rus & Lindvall (2002) illustrated that technical knowledge and application domain
knowledge are two types of knowledge in software development process. Technical
knowledge is the one about design, programming, and software processes. Business
application domain knowledge refers to knowledge about customers’ business processes,
business rules, activities, stakeholder needs, and the customers’ business objectives for the
software (Tiwana, 2004). For instance, in MPAI, “programmers” know how to program
software and “user interface designers” know how to design interface of the software. Thus,
they possess the technical knowledge. On the other side, “marketers” and “operators” possess
the application domain knowledge. Marketers know how to promote for attracting the
customers and operators know how to analyze user data for retaining customers. In short,
application domain knowledge is related to the customers’ and end-users’ needs while
technical knowledge is related to the technical solution of the needs, respectively. Thus, it is
vital to integrate both technical knowledge and application domain knowledge for software
development by CFTs.
For integrating technical knowledge and application knowledge, many organizations have
created teams in which members of various functions work together to bring their respective
skills and perspectives to a common work output (Wynn & Novick, 1995). The formation of
CFTs aims to solve the problem what individual function/department cannot achieve. The
CFT activities are usually related to new product development (Clark & Fujimoto, 1991)，
import of the new system (Newell, Tansley, & Huang, 2004)，exploration and innovation
(Kleinsmann, Buijs & Valkenburg, 2010)，boundary spanning (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992).
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However, some literature pointed out that the difficulties of KI might appear, when the
enterprises increasingly depend on this type of organizational form (e.g., Huang & Newll,
2003; Majchrzak, More, & Faraj, 2012).
Firstly, since team members in CFTs are from different departments of the enterprises, each
team member represents a different “thought world.” Thus each member understands the
problems, critical elements, and steps in solving the problem differently from each other
member (Dougherty, 1992). This heterogeneity of knowledge domain could facilitate
“creative abrasion” (Iansiti, 1995), especially, the creative abrasion between the members
who possess technical knowledge and application domain knowledge is more obvious
compared with homogeneous knowledge. However, difficulties of understanding of each
other’s laws of thought might cause a negative effect to team performance as well. Secondly,
Denison, Hart, & Kahn (1996) indicated that CFTs would be under pressure of achieving the
goals of the projects, because, there is a time limitation for the mission of the project, and
team members have to balance both daily work and project mission in the meantime. Thus,
the balance of time, cost and goals are the problems that often puzzles the CFT members.
Thirdly, team members possess the social identity of own department (Denison, Hart, & Kahn,
1996). Occasionally, team members excessively insist functional social identity or culture and
start to become sectionalism that negatively affects the team performance. The CFT is
extremely hard to implement communication and KI effectively in above three aspects. Also,
the research about KI across organizational boundaries is still limited (Ruan, Ochieng, Price,
& Egbu, 2012). Thus, our study targets the relationship between communication and KI in
this type of special organizational form.
2.2 Knowledge Integration and Communication
Grant (1996) systematically constructed the theory of KI. He admired that advances in
knowledge require combining specializations of many individuals within the organization for
sustaining competitive advantages. The primary role of an organization is to integrate
specialized knowledge. Although there are various arguments on the concept of KI, most
researchers agree that KI is a process that combines complementary knowledge (Tell, 2011).
The KI process usually involves sharing, combining and creating the knowledge (Okhuysen
& Eisenhardt, 2002). This paper mainly focuses on KI on the team level and the influential
factors as shown below.
Common knowledge is one of the most discussed influential factors in KI field. As far back
as Grant (1996), he admired the level of KI efficiency depends on the extent to which
common knowledge exists among participants. To form a common knowledge in a
multi-disciplinary team, researchers also suggested that sharing specialists’ “deep
knowledge” and developing extensive deep-knowledge dialogue could break knowledge
boundaries and promote KI (e.g., Majchrzak, More, & Faraj, 2012). Another influential factor
is social capital. Robert, Dennis, & Ahuja (2008) studied the performances appearing in 46
teams. The result shows that all three dimensions of their social capital (structural, relational,
and cognitive) impact on KI. The structural and cognitive capital was more important to KI
when teams communicated through lean digital networks than when they communicated
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face-to-face; relational capital directly impacted KI equally regardless of the communication
media used by the team. Huang & Newell (2003) also investigated CFTs in 4 different
companies and pointed out the positive relationship between social capital and KI. Also, their
case study indicated that enterprises’ past integration experience also affected KI and could
make integration process much easier. On the other hand, Okhuysen & Eisenhardt (2002)
discussed effects by using three simple formal interventions (information sharing,
questioning others and managing time). They significantly changed their work process and
improved the KI. In particular, groups in questioning others and managing time conditions
exhibited greater KI than groups purely in the information sharing, and control conditions
did.
In sum, there are various influential factors on KI; however little research has deeply
discussed the relationship between communication and KI. Huang & Newell (2003)
mentioned frequent communication is a need in CFTs, and Kleinsmann, Buijs, & Valkenburg
(2010) also pointed out sufficient team communication is necessary for New product
development teams (NPD). Thus, communication could play a key role in integrating team
members’ knowledge, about which we still know rarely. Here, we will study how and why the
communication can affect the KI.
3. Research Framework and Hypothesis
We propose that two dimensions of communication can affect KI in CFTs. As shown in Fig.1,
the one dimension is team communication, and the other is communication network structure.
The role of team communication means that team members communicate with each other
within CFTs. Since the team communication plays a key role in CFTs (Huang & Newell,
2003; Kleinsmann, Buijs & Valkenburg 2010), here, we temporally suppose that team
communication will positively affect KI.

Figure 1. The Framework of the Relationship between Communication and Knowledge
Integration
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Frequent team communication will lead to an increase in KI in CFTs
Communication network structure is constructed by the employee’s communication which is
related to daily work in the enterprise. We may find a reliable employee who has more
connection with others, he or she has more information and power comparing with the other
people who have not. Thus, this kind of employee who has many connections with others
may more promote team performance. We assumed that communication network structure
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has a direct positive impact on KI.
The final assumption is that communication network structure also may indirectly promote
team communication. As we mentioned above, an employee who has many connections with
others, they may be good at communication, because, he or she has more experience compare
with the one who has fewer connections with others. Thus communication network structure
may facilitate the relationship between communication and KI. However, higher differences
in network connections between team members also may cause direct or indirect a negative
impact on KI, since there will be a large knowledge gap between team members.
Hypothesis 2a (H2a): A team member’s network connections in an enterprise will positively
influence KI in CFTs.
Hypothesis 2b (H2b): A team member’s network connections in an enterprise will positively
facilitate the relationship between communication and KI as a moderator.
Hypothesis 3a (H3a): Higher differences of network connections between team members
will negatively influence KI in CFTs.
Hypothesis 3a (H3b): Higher differences of network connections between team members
will negatively facilitate the relationship between communication and KI as a moderator.
4. Methodology
To focus on examining the relationship between communication and KI in CFTs, we followed
the multi-strategy research by Brayman (2006). We are carrying on our study in both
quantitative and qualitative aspects. There are two reasons why multi-strategy research
method is suitable for our research. First, since we consider the impact from two dimensions
of communication (Fig. 1), there is more than one source of data to use for the solution of the
research problems (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). We can have one data set for the
communication and performance within the team, and have another one for the daily
communication network within an enterprise. Second, qualitative evidence can explain some
of the relationships uncovered through an analysis of quantitative data (Bryman, 2006) and
solve “how” and “why” questions (Yin, 2017). Thus, the qualitative method could
complement the quantitative method. All the research data was collected by “CHANGE”
which is a Chinese mobile phone application company. Our some interview data is similar to
the Wang and Jiang (2018). However, the interview data in this study is more focus on team
communication, and their study did not use the quantitative data of communication network.
We did field research and collected network and interview data from July 2015 to September
2015. About one and a half months on-site observation is carried out by the author. Such an
observation enabled researchers to understand organization’s background, organizational
structure, organizational culture and sub-culture, technology and business processes (Huang
& Newell, 2003). The process of collecting the network and interview data is as follows.
4.1 Data Collection: Communication Network Structure Data within the Enterprise
To grasp the daily communication in CHANGE we collected two weeks face to face
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communication data (10 working days) from 59 employees (whole members of the company)
during the on-site observation period. Each employee of CHANGE had filled the survey
questions every day. As long as an employee started a working conversation, a record would
remain. These communication records included both employees’ name and period of the
conversation. This survey could help us to know the connections between organization
members in CHANGE. Consequently, we draw the entire communication network structure
as shown in Fig. 2. Nodes indicate organization members and ties (lines) indicate
communication between employees in CHANGE’s daily work. Communication network
structure data will be used to calculate independent variables- higher value in the degree of
centrality and the differences in the degree of centrality respectively in a later section.

Figure 2. Communication Network Structure in “CHANGE”
4.2 Data Collection: The Result of Knowledge Integration
A project called “Anyone could be a product manager” in CHANGE was carried out from
September 2015 to November 2015, from which we obtained the team performance data. 32
employees joined the project, in which two employees formed a team. Thus, there are 16
teams for this project. CHANGE randomly formed Each CFT by a lucky draw with different
genders (4 departments join the project, i.e., the departments of market, content, and
operation, Technology and Design). The project aimed to find out product problems in
CHANGE and provide improvement advice from team members within three days for each
team. The product manager and the chief technology officer (CTO) of CHANGE
immediately evaluated suggestions or solutions of each team and gave the accumulated
scores for them. In this research, accumulated scores of each team is a proxy variable for the
result of KI.
4.3 Data Collection: Interview Data
To complement quantitative result, we interviewed all 32 team members who attended the
project. Our interviews focused on understanding how and why communication affects KI.
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The questions were: “How did they communicate with each other?”, “How did they combine
the solutions?” and “Why did some teams perform well or not?”. We also interviewed 1
product manager and 1 CTO who were responsible for evaluating the performance of teams
to meet the requirement of the whole project. On average, each respondent cost 1.5 hours for
the interview.
4.4 The Dependent Variable
The accumulated scores by the evaluation of “CHANGE” measure the result of knowledge
integration. We used team evaluation scores as a proxy variable since KI is based on the
suggestions or solutions of teams in our case. Their evaluation system for each advice has
five ranks (A to E): rank A is 9 scores, rank B is 5 scores, rank C is 3 scores, rank D is 1 score
and rank E is 0 score respectively. If a team got one rank A, two rank C, and one rank E, the
performance of the team should be 15 scores (9+3+3+0=15). It is better that we obey the
enterprise evaluation system as the performance scale because only the enterprise itself can
measure and judge the value of solutions and suggestions.
4.5 Independent Variables
There are two scales of independent variables. One is the Team communication, and the other
one is communication network structure.
Communication time (minutes) measures team communication. There is some argument for
communication time in KI field. Grant (1996) believed that when an organization integrates
its knowledge, communication should be less for the efficiency of integration. However,
Huang & Newell (2003) and Kleinsmann, Buijs, & Valkenburg (2010) argued that the CFT
members need frequent communication to raise the efficiency of KI.
A higher value in the degree of centrality and the differences in the degree of centrality
measure communication network structure. The degree of centrality indicates how many ties
nodes have (here is each employee in CHANGE). A high degree of centrality for an
individual node manifests that it has many links compared to other nodes (Freeman, Roeder,
& Mulholland, 1979). We pick up a higher value in the degree of centrality as an independent
variable. We proposed that a team member who is with a higher value in the degree of
centrality would play more roles in team performance. The differences in the degree of
centrality indicate whether the similar or different value in the degree of centrality in a team.
We proposed that a large difference in the degree of centrality in a team could negatively
affect KI. We used UCINET software (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002) to analyze these
variables.
4.6 Control Variables
Although previous research discussed team size, genders and time constraint may affect KI
differently (e.g., Robert, Dennis, & Ahuja, 2008), in this research all those factors are the
same. The differences in work experience and contact in daily work are control variables.
Work experiences are quite different between employees, and it may strongly affect KI. On
the other hand, some team members who worked longer period together in daily work may
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also affect KI.
5. Results and Discussion
5.1 Results
Descriptive statistics and the results of ordinary least squares (OLS) are in table 1 and 2,
respectively. Table 1 shows fewer correlations among all the independent variables. Model 1,
Model 2, and Model 3 test dependent variables, dependent variables with control variables,
and dependent variables with control variables and interaction, respectively. Model 3 contains
an interaction between the higher value in the degree of centrality and communication time,
the interaction between the differences in degree of centrality and communication time, an
interaction between the differences in work experience. Model 3 is the most reliable model
since the variables are complete and adjusted R2 is the highest value (R2 =0.812) in all three
models. The communication time is positive and significant in all three models. Thus, this
result supports H1. The differences in the degree of centrality, the interaction between a
higher value in the degree of centrality and communication time, and the interaction between
the differences in degree of centrality and communication time are significantly negative,
positive, and negative, respectively.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics

The effect of higher value in the degree of centrality is not significant in all of the three
models. However, the effect of the interaction between the higher value in the degree of
centrality and communication is tested in model 3. Thus, this result supports H2b and rejects
H2a. The effect of the differences of degree of centrality is not tested in model 1 and model 2.
However, it is tested in model 3. Also, the effect of an interaction between the differences in
degree of centrality and communication time is also tested. Thus this result supports H3a and
H3b.
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Table 2. The Effects of Communication on Knowledge Integration

5.2 Discussion
The result shows that longer communication time is most recommended for KI when team
members integrate knowledge in CFTs. This result leads to a question raising here: Why can
team communication time positively affects KI in CFTs? To answer this question, we should
define the differences related to the communication time between teams. We observed three
differences in interview data.
The first difference is commitment problem. For example, the communication time of team 9
was extremely short. Team members communicated only lasting 5 minutes during the project.
A team member was against the project. “Why should I join this project? Does it mean we
should hold anyone could be a programmer next time?” He expressed his feeling. He also
thought that this kind of project should be voluntary, not be forced. Commitment problem
resulted in team 9 lack of communication, inefficient KI and the poor result (only 1 score).
On the contrary, the communication time of team 8 was longer compare with most of the
team. During the interview, both team members liked the project and a member said: “This
project is great.” “You know…we have so many problems with our product, but nobody says
it.” “Anyone could be a product manager gave us a place that we can express our ideas” As a
result, team 8 had enough communication (60 minutes), which resulted in a good KI and a
satisfying result (16 scores).
The second difference is schedule problem. The communication time of team 10 was the least
in all teams. Team 10 communicated 0 minutes in the project. A member who is from
marketing department was extremely busy during the project. “I was negotiating with clients
at that time. I wanted to discuss with a partner, but I did not have time. To be honest, I
contributed nothing, and I felt guilty……” he said. As are result KI is insufficient, and they
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got 0 scores.
The third difference is the way of KI. Some teams did project separately and combine all the
solutions at last. For instance, team members in team 7 (2 minutes 2 scores) didn’t share their
suggestions or discuss their ideas sufficiently, they only put all the solutions together and
submitted it. On the contrary, team 3 shared their ideas and discussed which suggestions are
good or bad (taking 36 minutes and getting13 scores). Thus, short communication and long
communication are different in the way of KI, and it will affect the quality of KI significantly.
In sum, teams with longer communication time have obvious advantages in the issues of
commitment, schedule and the way of KI comparing with teams using less communication
time. These three differences are the reasons of why communication time can positively
affect KI. Grant (1996) proposed minimizing the need for communication, which was
opposite to our study. Our results assisted the suggestions of Huang & Newell (2003) and
Kleinsmann, Buijs & Valkenburg (2010). Certainly, there is not a need to take too much time
if the communication is less necessary. However, since cross-functional projects are
non-routine tasks (Huang & Newell, 2003), a sufficient communication might necessary.
Note that we do not recommend the way of KI that is “work separately before combining .”
The result shows that higher value in the degree of centrality facilitates the relationship
between the communication and KI. It implies that a member who is with a higher value in
the degree of centrality can make KI efficiently. During the interview, we confirmed that a
member who is with a higher value in the degree of centrality could play a role of a leader.
They may not be officially ordered to be a leader. However, what they did in their work could
be very active in showing strong leadership. For instance, a team 4 member said “My partner
was professional, and his logic was awesome. He can point out the crucial point of our
product……Yes! He combined our work efficiently. ” We found that team 1 and team 5 also
had an “integrator” who was with a higher value in the degree of centrality. The integrator
induced communication, combined ideas and made cooperation better. Thus integrator
facilitates the relationship between the communication and KI.
Another result shows that the differences in degree of centrality might negatively impact on
KI in CFTs and it might minify the relationship between communication and KI as well. This
case indicates that if the gap of the degree of centrality is large among team members, the
result of KI might be poor. However, if both team members are of high value in the degree of
centrality or both team members are of low value in the degree of centrality, the result of KI
might be good. A member of the team 12 with a large gap (the differences are 12 ties) said: “I
did not feel like to communicate a lot…He talked little…He was not so professional…” and
another team member said: “it was not easy to start the conversation…You know, she is in
manager position…” In this team, the member who was with a higher degree of centrality did
not feel like to share knowledge with another member. She did not think her partner is
capable for the project. The team member who was with a lower degree of centrality was
usually afraid to talk with his partner because he was lack of confidence in his ability. The
employee who was with a high value in the degree of the centrality might have more
information, knowledge and power compare with others. Both members had high value in the
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degree of centrality in team 4 (the differences are 2 ties). They felt efficient and cooperated
comfortably with each other. We found that both members were with low value in the degree
of centrality in team 3 (the differences are 2 ties). However, they performed well on the KI
(16 scores). The interview data indicated that although both of them had little chance to give
suggestions on daily work, they hurled themselves into the project. They felt excited and
motivated during the project. Thus they took much more communication time compare with
others. In sum, if the gap of the knowledge level between members is too large, an
asymmetric power will occur, and it will negatively impact on KI eventually.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed how and why the communication affects KI in detail. The results
demonstrate that communication time positively impacts on KI in CFTs; a team member who
is with a higher value in the degree of centrality would strengthen the relationship between
communication and KI; the differences in degree of centrality between team members has a
negative impact on KI. This empirical evidence show that communication plays a key role
when CFTs integrate the knowledge of team members.
6.1 Contribution
There are several theoretical contributions in this paper. (1) This paper pointed out that team
communication is important to KI in CFTs. Sufficient communication is also recommended
among team members. (2) Communication network structure can influence KI. Thus the
higher level of organization units (enterprises) affects the KI at lower levels of organization
units (KI). Even if an enterprise produces a temporal organization for KI, the temporal
organization would be strongly affected by the communication network structure of the
enterprise.
There are also several empirical contributions in this paper. (1) The enterprise should set
specific rule for KI. In the project of “anyone could be a project manager” the enterprise did
not tell them how to combine the knowledge and didn’t set the communication time. If the
enterprise does not set the specific rules as a time constraint for KI, the result will be
unrespectable. (2) An enterprise should not put the members who have a large gap in the
degree of centrality to form a team, because there is an asymmetric power between them and
the result might be poor.
6.2 Limitation and Future Directions
The limitations of this paper are: (1) More team numbers and bigger team size are desired in
a future study. (2) The sample size of teams in quantitative part is small. However, the data in
this paper is really rare and difficult to get. The qualitative data also complement the problem
of lack of sample problem in quantitative research. (3) We need more data collection and
more interviews to study it in future since this is an analysis by using the data collected only
from one company. In the future work, we will conduct the comparative case study for the
deeper understanding of the mechanism of communication and KI.
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